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Radio Frequency Identification, or RFID, is not a new technology.  
However, it is being used in new and different ways that have raised 
the concerns of security and privacy advocates. Many people today 
are not aware of the growing use of RFID technology around them.   

This article is composed of two parts.  Part 1 provides an 
introduction to RFID technology and stands alone as a general 
tutorial on RFID.  Part 2 examines some of the more common 
security and privacy concerns associated with RFID, primarily related to retail and 
consumer applications. 
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What is RFID? 
To put it simply, RFID uses radio frequency (RF) signals to uniquely identify and 
track physical items in real or near-real time. When RFID “tags” are attached to 
pallets or individual items, goods can be physically tracked as they pass through the 
supply-chain, to the retailer, and at the point of sale.   

New advances in RFID technology have made the cost of implementing RFID more 
viable for a number of business applications. This has lead to a large rise in the use 
of RFID over the last several years.  For example, the Prada store in New York City is 
using RFID to display matching accessories on in-store screens. Some of the current 
business uses of RFID include: 

• Supply-chain management 

• Mass transit 

• Postal and courier services 

• Food industry 

• Library systems 

• Healthcare, pharmaceutical industry 

• Access management 

• Anti-counterfeiting 

• Toll collection 

• Airline baggage handling 

• Animal identification 

• Document tracking 

Some interesting future uses seen for RFID include: 

• Refrigerator shelves that tell when milk or other RFID-tagged products expire 

• Airline tickets with RFID tags that help direct travelers through the airport 

• Microwave ovens that read cooking directions from RFID tagged food 
packages 
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• Kitchens that suggest cooking recipes based on RFID-tagged products on-
hand 

• RFID tags on postage stamps 

• RFID tags on invoices, coupons, and return envelopes 

History of RFID 
RFID has existed as a technology since early in the 20th century. During World War 
II, the United States Department of Defense (DOD) utilized RFID to implement 
“Identification Friend or Foe”, or IFF. IFF used a crude form (by today’s standards) of 
RFID to identify Allied military bombers, and prevent them from being shot down by 
their own forces. In the 1970’s, scientists at the Los Alamos National Laboratory 
invented a system utilizing RFID to control access to nuclear materials. During the 
1980’s, building management companies began deploying first generation RFID 
proximity cards, sometimes called key cards, to control building access. In the 
1990’s, highway and transit authorities around the world began introducing RFID 
based electronic toll collection systems such as E-ZPass (see Figure 1), to identify 
vehicles, and automatically deduct toll charges from user accounts. Today, more 
than 10 million RFID transponders tags are installed in vehicles in the United States 
alone. 

 

Figure 1: Use of RFID in the E-ZPass System 

Overview of RFID Technology 
In its most basic form, RFID is composed of three primary components: 

• The RFID tag, or transponder, which stores unique object identifying data 

• The RFID tag reader, or transceiver, which reads, and optionally writes, tag 
data 

• The back-end database and middleware, which associates data collected by 
tag readers with database records 
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Figure 2: RFID tag composed of (A) integrated circuit, and (B) antenna 

 

Figure 3: RFID tag mounted on shipping carton 

RFID Tags 
RFID tags come in three basic types; passive, active, and variations of passive and 
active, called semi-active. 

Passive tags 

Passive tags do not have a built-in power source, and can only be read when they 
pass near special readers that induce an electromagnetic current into the tags. This 
energy is used to power the onboard integrated circuit (IC), and to transmit data 
back to the reader.  All power for passive tags comes from a reader’s signal.  Passive 
tags are inactive unless a reader activates them. The amount of information a 
passive tag can store is usually very limited. Reading distance for passive tags is 
limited from a few centimeters to several meters, depending on the transmission 
frequency, power level, and environmental conditions. 

Active tags 

Active tags are battery powered, and can generally communicate over much greater 
distances than passive tags.  Active tags can contain computational electronics as 
well as increased read/write memory capacity.  The read/write capability of active 
tags means that they can also sense, monitor and record environmental changes, 
such as temperature fluctuations.  The information on an active tag can be updated 
as it moves through each stage of a supply-chain process.  For example, a shipping 
container of meat or milk might record temperature readings during the supply-chain 
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journey that could indicate that the product has been outside of minimum or 
maximum temperature requirements, possibly leading to product spoilage. 

Semi-active (semi-passive) tags 

Sometimes referred to as “semi-passive” or “battery-assisted” tags, semi-active tags 
are similar to active tags except a battery is used to only run the IC circuitry. The 
battery is not used to broadcast a signal to the tag reader, as an active-tag does. 
Some semi-active tags sleep until they are woken up by a signal from the reader. 

RFID Reader 
An RFID tag reader query tags via radio signals, and the tags respond with unique 
identifying information stored within the tag. When an RFID tag passes through the 
electromagnetic zone emitted by the reader, it responds to the reader’s activation 
signal.  The reader then decodes the data stored in the tag’s IC, and the tag data is 
passed from the reader to a back-end system for processing. 
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Tag

IC or microprocessor

antenna

Transceiver
Tag Reader

antenna
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Figure 4: RFID Tag Reader (transceiver) interrogates RFID Tag (transponder) 

As previously stated, RFID uses radio frequency (RF) signals to identify and track 
physical items. Radio frequencies are frequencies within the electromagnetic 
spectrum associated with radio wave propagation.  When an RF current is applied to 
an antenna, an electromagnetic field is created that is then able to propagate 
through space. Many wireless technologies are based on RF field propagation. Table 
1 lists radio frequencies that are utilized in current RFID industry standards.  RFID 
frequencies are found in the Low Frequency (LF), High Frequency (HF), Very-High 
Frequency (VHF), Ultra-High Frequency (UHF), and Super-High Frequency (SHF) 
bands of the RF spectrum. Low-frequency 125-134.2 kHz and 140-148.5 kHz, and 
high-frequency 13.56 MHz tags can be used globally without a license.  Ultra-high-
frequency 868 MHz-928 MHz tags cannot be used globally without a license, as there 
no single global standard that yet exists for UHF RFID. 
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Frequency Benefits Drawbacks Applications 

Low 

125-134.2 KHz 

140-148.5 KHz 

• Accepted worldwide 

• Works near metal 

• In wide use today 

• < 1.5 meter read range 

• Impractical for 
warehouse operations 

• Not in EPC Standards 

• Animal ID 

• Beer Kegs 

• Auto Key and Lock 

• Library Books 

High 

13.56 MHz 

• Accepted worldwide 

• Works in most 
environments 

• In wide use today 

• < 1.5 meter read range 

• Does not work near 
metal 

• Item Level 
Tracking 

• Airline Baggage 

• Building Access 

Ultra High 

862-928 MHz 1 

950 MHz 2 

865-867 MHZ 3 

 

• Longer read range 
potential 
(> 1.5 meter read 
range) 

• Growing commercial 
use 

• Does not work in moist 
environments 

• Detuning when tags in 
close physical proximity 

• Case, Pallet & 
Container Tracking

• Truck and Trailer 
Tracking 

Microwave 

2.45 GHz 

5.8 GHz 

• Longer read-range 
potential 
(> 1.5 meter read 
range) 

• No Commercial Use 
license in parts of 
European Union 

• Complex systems 
development 

• Access Control for 
Vehicles 

Table 1: RFID Radio Frequency Bands, Benefits, Drawbacks, and Applications4   

Tag memory storage 

RFID Tags can contain varying amounts of memory, from a few kilobytes in the case 
of passive tags to multiple megabytes for active and semi-active tags. The memory 
may be configured as read only (RO), read/write (RW), or write once, read many 
times (WORM), depending on the type of tag and available memory. Typically, 
passive tags contain little memory storage due to the power constraints of being 
passively powered by the tag reader, active and semi-active tags are able to support 
much more memory due to the internal battery power available on the tag to power 
a memory chip. 

RFID Standards 
There are a number of RFID standards organizations in existence today. They 
generally fall into one of three categories; international, national, or industrial. 
Figure 5 provides an overview of these standards organizations: 

                                          

1 Different frequencies assigned for USA, Europe, Korea, Singapore 

2 Approval pending in Japan 

3 Approved by Government of India, March 2005 

4 Source: IBM Business Consulting Services 
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Figure 5: RFID Standards Organizations 

The Industry Standards Organization (ISO) leads in the category of international 
standards development, with RFID standards developed in Technology, Data 
Content, Conformance and Performance, and Application standards.  Leading the 
category of industrial standards development is the Electronic Product Code (EPC).  
The EAN International (the Electronic Article Numbering Association is responsible for 
issuing product bar code numbers outside the USA), and the UCC (The Uniform Code 
Council is responsible for issuing product bar code numbers inside the USA). These 
organizations jointly established EPCglobal, Inc. which is charged with developing 
Global Trade Identification Numbers (GTINs) and specifications for EPC standards 
worldwide, in order to ensure global interoperability. The EPCglobal specification for 
EPC Class 1 Generation 2 was approved in December 2004. Gen 2 EPC is a next 
generation product identification standard that combines a Universal Product Code 
(UPC) with a unique serial number. The EPC is a simple, 96-bit numbering scheme 
that uniquely identifies objects (items, cases, pallets, locations, etc.) in the industrial 
supply-chain.  Like many current numbering schemes used in commerce (such as the 
UPC bar code), the EPC is divided into numbers that identify the manufacturer and 
product type. But, the EPC uses an extra set of digits, a serial number, to uniquely 
identify items. 

An EPC number is made up of the: 

 Header, which identifies the length, type, structure, version and generation of 
EPC 

 Manager Number, which identifies the company or company entity 

 Object Class, similar to a stock keeping unit or SKU 

 Serial Number, which is the specific instance of the Object Class being tagged 
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Additional fields may also be used as part of the EPC, in order to properly encode 
and decode information from different numbering systems into their native (human-
readable) forms. Using the EPC standard, it is possible for 268 million organizations 
to label 16 million object classes with 68 billion unique SKUs (Stock Keeping Units) 
per class.  This has been compared to enough capacity to uniquely label every single 
grain of sand on the planet. Figure 6 illustrates the EPC numbering scheme, while 
Figure 7 shows a sample EPC tag number. 

 

Figure 6: RFID Electronic Product Code numbering scheme 

 

Figure 7: Sample RFID Electronic Product Code (EPC) 

EPC tags verses UPC bar codes 

RFID tags using the EPC standard will not necessarily replace the more traditional 
Universal Product Code (UPC) bar code. However, as generic product identifiers their 
functionality does overlap. RFID does have distinct advantages over bar code 
technology.  RFID readers do not require contact or line-of-sight between the tag 
and the reader in order to operate successfully.  Also, RFID tags can be read under a 
variety of environmental conditions such as snow, fog, ice, and paint.  Unlike RFID, 
which uses radio frequencies to transmit and receive data, bar codes use optical read 
technology, which is unable to read in the same harsh environmental conditions that 
RFID can.  RFID tags also read at much higher data transfer rates than bar codes; 
typically less than 100 milliseconds, and many items can be read simultaneously. 

To summarize, some of the advantages of RFID tags over bar codes include: 

 No requirement for line-of-sight 

 Dynamic information carrier (read/write) 

 High memory capacity, if needed 

 Anti-collision (many tags can be read at the same time) 

 Robust and reliable 

 Performs in rugged, harsh environments 

 No human intervention required 
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 Reader is virtually maintenance-free 

Conclusion 
RFID is fast becoming pervasive technology.  It has the potential to revolutionize the 
manual, labor intensive business processes we know today. The potential 
productivity gains are enormous. “Without real world awareness technologies, 
companies must use manual processes to keep the information chain up in sync with 
the product chain. Often, this results in human errors and inaccurate data.  RFID 
allows systems to collect data instantaneously using an automated network of RFID 
tags on products and readers at important locations, leading to increased automation 
at multiple levels of the technology infrastructure.” 5 
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Summary 
Part 1 of this Knowledge Brief describes the technology components and standards 
that typically make up an RFID system, as well as some of the early uses of RFID 
technology. Part 2 of this Knowledge Brief reviews common security and privacy 
concerns associated with the use of RFID technology. 
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